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APPRENTICESHIPS BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN
ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL LEARNING.

INTRODUCTION
The Welsh Government have developed this toolkit to enable teachers to raise pupil awareness of the
Apprenticeship Programme and its benefits.
We know that not one size of education fits all and we want to ensure that pupils are empowered to make
a decision about their future that best suits them and their learning style, encouraging learners to consider
apprenticeships as a viable choice at Key Stages 4 and 5.
You will find in this toolkit a variety of relevant resources which can be found in the Teacher’s Toolkit collection
on Hwb to support learning.
These include lesson plans, case studies, videos and a brochure for learners that can be shared with both pupils
and parents: be that in class, newsletters, Google Classroom, emailed or printed and handed out.
This toolkit supports the Welsh Government’s initiative to encourage more young people and employers in
Wales to consider apprenticeships.
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WHAT IS AN APPRENTICESHIP?
Anyone over the age of 16 living in Wales is eligible for an apprenticeship. Apprenticeships bridge the gap
between academic and vocational learning; students will spend most of their time in the workplace whilst
studying with a training provider, college or university. Apprentices will gain valuable job specific skills, working
alongside experienced staff and studying to gain a nationally recognised qualification.

Foundation Apprenticeships
Foundation apprentices study towards qualifications
equivalent to 5 GCSEs or NVQ Level 2 and often go on to
complete Apprenticeships and Higher Apprenticeships.

Apprenticeships
Apprentices gain valuable on-the-job skills whilst studying
towards a nationally recognised qualification equivalent to
2 A-Levels or an NVQ Level 3.

Higher Apprenticeships
Higher apprentices work towards a qualification
equivalent to a HND/HNC or Foundation Degree.

Degree Apprenticeships
By combining higher level learning and employment,
employers can develop their workforce and apprentices
can gain a degree at the same time as building their
careers and earning a salary.
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Welsh Language and Bilingual Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships in Wales can be studied in English or Welsh, or even bilingually, depending on the employer’s needs.
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APPRENTICESHIPS OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN
EXPERIENCE, JOB-SPECIFIC SKILLS AND A NATIONALLY
RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION ALL AT THE SAME TIME.

WHO CAN APPLY?
The spread of apprenticeship levels, from 2-6, means there is an apprenticeship to suit every learner with clear
progression opportunities: offering students a way to progress from a level 3 qualification to a higher level, at
4-6, for example, at a pace that suits them.
We have added the following resources to the Teacher’s Toolkit collection for you to share with pupils and
parents to aid their understanding of what an apprenticeships is.
Resources:
• Learners Brochure
• Key facts
• Ysgol Morgan Video – for KS2 AND KS3
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THE BENEFITS
Apprenticeships offer the opportunity to gain experience, job-specific skills and a nationally recognised
qualification all at the same time, earning and learning. Apprentices will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

work in a real job for a real employer
gain valuable work place skills and experience
get paid a salary and have a contract of employment
get paid holiday
work towards qualifications that employers want
get support from colleagues and training organisations
increase their employability as they have first-hand experience of work
have better career prospects once their apprenticeship is complete

Apprenticeships in Wales are developed to ensure that all learners are given a package of tailored support that
best suits their learning style and abilities meaning they’re a great choice for pupils of all abilities.
Resources:
• Learners animated video
• Apprenticeship case studies can be found on www.gov.wales/apprenticeshipswales
• Disabled learners brochure
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IMPROVING STUDENT AWARENESS
It is important that young people are given the chance to understand all of their options, particularly as
they approach the decisive years 10 and up. Many students still consider university or dropping out of the
educational system altogether to be their only options. We want to highlight that, that isn’t the case: setting
apprenticeships on a parity of esteem from KS2 and up.
Apprenticeships are unique in that they offer a combination of work and learning, immediately getting a step
on the career ladder and for some this is the perfect choice to kick-start a successful career.
We would suggest that integrating apprenticeship discussions into everyday learning is a great way to
encourage pupil awareness of apprenticeships.
We’ve created a few resources, which follow, that we feel are both engaging and inspiring.
You can also access a Lesson Plan and Handout within the Teacher’s Toolkit collection as an example of the
way in which you could use the apprenticeship topic to not only improve knowledge of the Apprenticeship
Programme but also hone analytical and critical-thinking skills.
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SCHOOL APPRENTICESHIP ASSEMBLIES ARE
A GENIUS WAY TO INSPIRE PUPILS.

AMBASSADOR ASSEMBLY
Virtual school assemblies are a great way to inspire pupils, and we’ve found that bringing in an ex-pupil, a
former or current apprentice, can really inspire students to consider their future career and aspire for success.
These sessions aim to demonstrate the benefits of apprenticeships and showcase the real-life experience of
pupils that have chosen to take the apprenticeship route.
We have included here then an outline for a virtual ambassador assembly: demonstrating the process to follow
when bringing in an inspirational apprentice. This visit is ideal to hold during an assembly with years 9/10,
11/12, or even as a whole school, and lets pupils meet apprentices and their employer to find out more about
why apprenticeships may suit them.
Steps to organise an Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draft email to a former pupil you have in mind
Presentation format for the apprentice and their employer
Assembly running order
Example of Newsletter to parents following the Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly
Social media posts, including #GeniusDecision
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AMBASSADOR ASSEMBLY
E-mail to former pupil
Hi [XXX],
We would like to invite you to give a virtual school talk to our current Year [school to insert school year year]
pupils about your apprenticeship and your experience of being an apprentice. We are working with the Welsh
Government to support its promotion of the benefits of apprenticeships to young people across Wales and feel
you’re a great example to help us do so.
What would be required?
Your role would simply be to help us promote the benefits of apprenticeships to our current students by joining
us for a virtual school assembly and talking to the current learners about your experience. Some of the pupils
may not know what they want to do after leaving school, and we hope that with your help we can show them
that apprenticeships can be an excellent career choice, setting them up with the skills they need to kick start
their career.
We would work closely with you to help with the arrangements for the visit, and will provide you with a clear
brief for your talk outlining what information would be useful to students. We would also suggest that you
encourage your employer to accompany you online to talk about career / apprenticeship opportunities within
their business.
We would anticipate the visit and presentation taking no longer than an hour of your time. If this is something
you’d be interested in, please could you reply with your availability for the next few weeks.
I look forward to speaking to you soon.
[SIGNATURE]
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AMBASSADOR ASSEMBLY

Presentation format for the apprentice and their employer
Dear [student]
Thanks for taking part in our virtual Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly. We are looking forward to introducing
you to our pupils on [DATE] at [TIME am]. Please log on promptly and ask for [NAME]. Below is an outline and guide
of things to include within your presentation. You’ll have approx. [X] minutes where you will speak with a number of
students from Year [X] about your experience of apprenticeships, and will then take questions please.
Things to include
• Your name and age
• Apprenticeship Programme details
• Your employer – (including brief background)
Pointers for your talk/presentation
• The reasons why you chose to do an apprenticeship and the benefits of doing so
• A brief outline of your day-to-day routine and daily tasks
• Any positive experiences that have stood out from your apprenticeship – (e.g. achievements, awards, contributions to
the business)
• Lessons learnt since becoming an apprentice
• Advice that you would give to anyone thinking of doing an apprenticeship
• How your learning has continued despite the challenges COVID-19 has brought
What your employer can talk about
• Background of the business
• Details on the company’s Apprenticeship Programme(s)
• Reasons why the business employs apprentices and how they deliver training to their apprentices and how this
balances with studying
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AMBASSADOR ASSEMBLY

Running order for Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly

1.
2.

Pre-assembly: virtual set up
2 mins: A brief Introduction to Apprenticeships:

Apprentices gain job specific skills and professional qualifications while working alongside experienced staff. They
receive a regular wage with paid holidays and the same benefits as other employees. Choosing an apprenticeship allows
you to learn on-the-job whilst getting paid to do so. Apprenticeships are available from entry at Level 1 and go up to
Level 7, Degree Apprenticeships included. Apprenticeships are a great way to begin a meaningful, long-term career, and
can be found in many sectors in Wales including Engineering, Construction, Science, Technology, Creative Industries,
Finance, ICT and Business Management.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2 mins: Apprenticeships video
5 mins: Introduce former apprentice
5-10 mins: Apprentice talks through their presentation
5 mins: Introduce employer
5 mins: Employer gives their presentation
2 mins: Employer/Apprentice Q&A
1 min: Evaluation - To judge how useful the assembly was in informing pupils about apprenticeships, we’d ask 		
that all pupils complete the below questionnaire following the presentation.
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AMBASSADOR ASSEMBLY

Example of Newsletter to parents following the Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly
This week we welcomed NAME, an apprentice at COMPANY to talk about his / her experience. NAME gave a virtual
presentation to pupils in YEAR GROUP, and was accompanied by EMPLOYER. EMPLOYER offers apprenticeships in
INDUSTRY, and recruits apprentices every year during MONTH.
Apprenticeships are available from Foundation Level through to Degree Apprenticeships, and so there are vacancies
available to suit every ability and style of learning. Apprenticeships combine work-based training with study, letting
students earn a wage while gaining recognised, relevant qualifications. These qualifications can be equivalent to GCSEs,
A Levels, HNC, Foundation Degree, Undergraduate Degree, and even Postgraduate Degree. Choosing an apprenticeship
allows learners to access on-the-job expertise and training from fully qualified team members, while also spending time
studying the theory behind the role. Apprentices often go on to take up full-time positions and are equipped with the
skills and knowledge required for a fulfilling and successful career.
What industries are apprenticeships available in?
More and more businesses are recognising the benefits of apprenticeships, and so roles are available across Wales in a
range of sectors.
Sectors to consider
Advanced Manufacture & Materials • Agriculture and Environment • Automotive, Transport and Logistics
Business and Management • Catering and Hospitality • Childcare Services • Construction and Building Services
Creative & Design • Digital Technology • Education and Information Services • Energy • Engineering • Food and Drink
Hair and Beauty • Healthcare Services • Health & Social Care Services • Legal and Financial Services • Life Sciences
Property Services • Protective Services • Public Services • Retail • Travel, Tourism and Leisure
To find out what an apprenticeship can do for your child, and to search apprenticeship vacancies, you can visit
www.gov.wales/apprenticeshipwales or call 0800 028 4844.
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
• Today we were visited by NAME, a former pupil who made the Genius Decision to choose an apprenticeship and is
now working for COMPANY NAME. INSERT APPRENTICE’S NAME and COMPANY’S NAME gave a very informative
talk to our pupils about their benefits of the Apprenticeship Programme, inspiring them to consider their own future
careers.
INSERT PHOTO OF APPRENTICE AND PUPILS
Find out more about apprenticeships here: www.gov.wales/apprenticeshipswales
• Here at INSERT SCHOOL NAME we’re all very proud of INSERT APPRENTICE’S NAME who is now employed by INSERT
COMPANY NAME as an apprentice. This week we welcomed INSERT PUPILS NAME back to SCHOOL NAME to hold
an Apprenticeship Ambassador Assembly, informing pupils why an apprenticeship was a genius decision for him/her
INSERT PHOTO OF APPRENTICE AND PUPILS
Find out more about apprenticeships here: www.gov.wales/apprenticeshipswales
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WHAT’S IT LIKE TO BE AN APPRENTICE?
Our virtual ‘day in the life of an apprentice’ 360 video lets pupils experience what a typical day could be like on an
apprenticeship. To take part in the experience you will need:
• A smart phone connected to mobile data or Wi-Fi
• The YouTube app
• A cardboard VR viewer
Instructions

1

To view, first make sure your phone is on loud setting with the volume
turned up.

2

Open the YouTube app on your phone, search for ‘360 SEM Logistics ENG’,
select and open.

3

Press to bring up on-screen options and select the goggle image on the
bottom right of the screen.

4

Open the front of the headset, place your phone with the screen facing
towards the lenses and secure using the Velcro fastening.

5

Look through the lenses to experience a day in the life of an apprentice.

Resources
• You can find a Lesson plan and handout here
• For parents: 5 reasons why apprenticeships could be a genius decision for
your child
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APPRENTICESHIPS CAN BE COMPETITIVE.
PREPARATION IS KEY TO A SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION.

FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
There are 23 sectors to choose from, to take the example of engineering, offering routes into a vast range of job roles
within that via an Apprenticeship Framework, which is embedded with units of study and recognised qualifications, e.g.
civil construction engineering, composite engineering or an Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing Degree.
For more information regarding Apprenticeship Frameworks and Pathways, click here.
Students may never even have heard of some of these roles before, so it’s vital that pupils do their research and consider
their skills and interests to find an apprenticeship role and level that’s right for them: some apprenticeships don’t require
any previous qualifications, some will do.
• Apprenticeship vacancies can be found on the Apprenticeship Vacancy Service: encourage students to become
familiar with this, for e.g. this navigation could be incorporated into an IT lesson. Students can sign up to receive
notifications when new opportunities arise as well as checking in regularly: new vacancies are added frequently.
• Students can take a short quiz to match their skills and interests with job roles and find out more information about
career requirements here: careerswales.gov.wales/plan-your-career/job-matching-quiz
• Careers Wales are also able to give careers advice on 0800 028 4844 or by emailing post@careerswales.gov.wales
• Students can also follow the Apprenticeships Cymru Facebook and Twitter pages, where job roles will be shared as
well as other useful stories and resources here: facebook: apprenticeshipscymru and twitter: apprenticewales
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FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
Finding an apprenticeship is similar to finding a job: learners will need to do their research, search for apprenticeship
roles and send off various applications. Developing the skills to pick out buzz words from job adverts and having a stock
CV or application that can be tailored to each role, however, will prove extremely helpful.
Key Buzz words to get student thinking about their skills include:
• Able • Accurate • Adaptable • Alert • Ambitious • Analytical • Articulate • Assertive • Astute • Bright • Capable
• Calm • Confident • Committed • Common sense • Communication excellence • Competent • Computer literate
• Consistent • Conscientious • Cooperative • Cope under pressure • Creative • Decisive • Dedicated • Dependable
• Desire to succeed • Determined • Diligent • Diplomatic • Diverse • Driven • Dynamic • Educated • Effective
• Efficient • Energetic • Enjoy a challenge • Enthusiastic • Eye for detail • Fast learner • Fast worker • Flexible
• Focused • Friendly • Good communicator • Gifted • Hardworking • Helpful • Highly motivated • Honest • Imaginative
• Impressive • Insightful • Interpersonal skills • Independent • Innovative • Initiative • Intelligent • Intuitive • Keen
• Knowledgeable • Leadership skills • Loyal • Mature • Methodical • Objective • Organised • Patient • Perceptive
• Persistent • Polite • Positive • Practical • Proactive • Professional • Punctual • Rational • Reliable • Resourceful
• Responsible • Supportive • Tactful • Team player • Tenacious • Thorough • Trustworthy • Versatile • Willing
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FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
Encourage students to pick out their top 5 skills and form sentences from these, for e.g. Confident.
I am a very confident individual. While in 6th form, I was confident in showing prospective parents and
students around the school, answering their questions and helping them to introduce them to teachers and
other key staff.
Learners may also find using their hobbies as a good starting point for thinking about their strengths:
• Art: Creativity, eye for detail, techniques, passion, patience, idea development. Comedy: Initiative, resilience,
creativity, idea development, humour, confidence communication.
• Cooking: Creativity, attention to detail, patience, self-expression, multitasking, decision making.
• Dance: Creativity, dedication, resilience, confidence, perseverance, motivation, discipline, self-belief.
• Drama: Confidence, self-awareness, presentation skills, dedication, resilience, teamwork, communication skills,
creativity.
• Gaming: Communication skills, analytical, resourcefulness and adaptability, technical skills and problem-solving.
• Make up, fashion: Creativity, following trends, research techniques, interpersonal skills, confidence, attention to
detail.
• Music: Dedication, creativity, teamwork (if in a band/orchestra), perseverance, memory, listening, collaboration,
diligence, commitment and confidence.
• Reading: Imagination, communication skills, empathy, creativity and attentiveness.
• Sports/ fitness: Motivation, communication, passion, dedication, teamwork, leadership, time-management and
competitiveness.
• Volunteer work: Motivation, drive, passion, dedication, communication, interpersonal skills, networking, sense of
community and empathy.
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FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
Learners can visit the Apprenticeship Vacancy Service to get an idea of the types of companies looking for
apprentices, the variation of roles available and the requirements of recruitment. It is though, always worth students
keeping an eye on companies that they would like to be employed by on social media, as well as signing up to the AMS
notification service, as vacancies will often be advertised throughout the year as they become available.
Getting a place on an apprenticeship can be competitive as many students are eager to take advantage of getting an
immediate step on the career ladder whilst getting paid, and thus preparation of a good application and CV is key.
Research is vital for students to find the right fit of apprenticeship sector, pathway and employer. Once learners have
found a sector they would like to enter, e.g. engineering, marketing or IT they can start delving deeper, looking at
specific roles within that sector.
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FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
Step 1: Working out what they like
Make a list of:
• What subjects they enjoy
• What extracurricular activities interest them
• What they’d really like to do with their future
Step 2: Speak to family and friends
Speaking to family and friends is a great way to find out about different lines of work and what they may offer.
Work together to come up with 5 questions that they could ask their friends and family. Here are a few to get you
started…

1
2
3

What do you love about where you work?
How did you get into your current job?
Are you doing what you always thought you would do? If not, why not?

Step 3. Researching companies
Researching different types of companies is a really important. Many people have a big dream of wanting to work at a
company that they recognise. It is really easy to take a look at the company’s website and see what opportunities they
offer. Additionally, students could start by looking at the employers featured on the Apprenticeship Vacancy Service.
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FINDING AN APPRENTICESHIP
What to look for:
• Understanding of what the organisation does
• Company values, what does the organisation say about their employees, their stakeholders and their aims?
• Do their values stand out compared to other companies? What do they say about their Apprenticeship
Programmes? Do they speak about progression, support and the value of apprentices to their business?
• What do their employees say about them? Have they got any quotes or testimonies from apprentices about what it’s
like to work there?
• Get to know the history of the company. This can be invaluable ahead of an interview.
• What projects or organisations are they working on/with?
• Look at their vacancies page. Take a look at the kind of roles they offer throughout the year. Read the job descriptions
in full, noting any consistent skills they’re looking for.
• Does their vacancies page explain the recruitment process? Is there an option to sign up to be notified when new
vacancies are live?
• Students can also visit the Skills Academy, which is a free employability training programme, focused on building skills
and confidence to choose the right career and find a job here: careerswales.gov.wales/getting-a-job/skills-tosucceed-academy
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APPLYING FOR AN APPRENTICESHIP
The Apprenticeship Vacancy Service is extremely user friendly: roles can be filtered by job title, sector or location.
All key details will be displayed within the apprenticeship advert, such as the employer, role requirements, previous
qualifications needed and pay offered.
The application process for apprenticeships will vary between different employers, as will the recruitment process,
however taking time to prepare a CV and identifying key skills and interests will always enhance a student’s success.
Writing a successful CV and covering letter does take quite a few attempts, but once completed they can be customised
according to the role applied for: students should be encouraged to apply for more than one role at a time.
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APPLYING FOR AN APPRENTICESHIP
CV checklist
F The layout, design and spacing of the words and paragraphs is consistent.
F The contact details are correct, including a professional email address.
F They have updated their answerphone message to something sensible if needed. The font is the same.
F The most common recommended fonts for writing a CV are Times New Roman, Arial, Verdana or Helvetica.
F The font size is point 11 or 12.
F The CV should be no more than 2 A4 pages.
F The headings should be bold and clear.
F The information should be organised and in inverse chronological (most recent experience goes first).
F The sentences are short and use bullet points.
F They have referenced buzz words from the advert / job description into the CV. They do not need to list references
on the CV, but make sure that it is recorded that they are available upon request.
F Try not to use family members as referees.
F You as a teacher can usually be included. It is a good idea to seek the permission of anyone that they would like to
list as a referee before they submit the application. Proofread to make sure that they check the words, spelling and
grammar on their CV are correct.
F Include hobbies or interests that they would be confident to talk about in an interview.
F The information must be true, remember they may be asked about it at an interview.
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APPLYING FOR AN APPRENTICESHIP
Students can access further CV, interview and application advice on Working Wales at
workingwales.gov.wales/how-we-can-help/after-leaving-school
Resources
• Apprenticeships. A Genius Decision. Applying for an apprenticeship booklet
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FIND OUT ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
APPRENTICESHIPS BY VISITING
GOV.WALES/APPRENTICESHIPSWALES

FURTHER INFORMATION
We hope that you have found the Teachers Toolkit helpful in enabling you to improve students and parents
understanding of the Apprenticeship Programme and the benefits of becoming an apprentice.
You can download all of the resources listed within this document from the Teacher’s Toolkit on Hwb which can
be shared with pupils and parents in whichever way you can, be that on Google Classroom, emailed, included in
newsletters or printed and handed out.
Useful Links
• Apprenticeships Wales
• Apprenticeship Vacancy Service
• Working Wales
• Careers Wales
• Support for employers
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APPRENTICESHIP PROVIDER CONTACTS
The Welsh Government Apprenticeship Programme is delivered by a network of training providers across Wales.

ALS Training

Helena Williams
info@alstraining.org.uk

ACT Training
Tia Ahmed
tiaahmed@acttraining.org.uk

Babcock Training Limited
Diane Block
diane.block@babcockinternational.com

B-wbl
Berni Tyler
b.tyler@pembrokeshire.ac.uk

The CADcentre UK Ltd.
Linda Thomas
linda.thomas@cadcentreuk.com

Cambrian Training Company
Katy Godsell
katy@cambriantraining.com

Cardiff and Vale College /
QSA Consortium
Alan Mackey
a.mackey@thecardiffandvalecollege.
onmicrosoft.com

CITB

People Plus

Alison Dudfield
alison.dudfield@citb.co.uk

Denise Lacey
denise.lacey@peopleplus.co.uk

Coleg Cambria

Skills Academy Wales at NPTC
Group

Vicky Barwis
employers@cambria.ac.uk

Gower College Swansea
Rachel Searle
rachel.searle@gcs.ac.uk

Grwp Llandrillo Menai

Louise Akers
louise.akers@nptcgroup.ac.uk

Torfaen Training
Ceri Moffatt
ceri.moffatt@torfaen.gov.uk

Jane Howells
wblconsortium@gllm.ac.uk

ISA Training
Rhiannon Fletcher
RhiannonF@educ8training.co.uk

ITEC Training Solutions
Daryll Jones
daryll.jones@itecskills.co.uk

Marr Corporation t/A T2 Group
Gregg Davey
gregg.davey@t2group.co.uk
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